
Five abstracts for a dime True •
False S '
Don't know •

* Wrong answer: it's true. References can be cheap.

For US $125, * International Political Science Abstracts, published since
1951 by the International Political Science Association (IPSA), will pro-
vide in 1985 6,000 abstracts of political science articles published in over
800 journals and yearbooks. The scope is broad, coverage is worldwide.
Articles in English (two thirds of all) are abstracted in English. Those in
other languages are abstracted in French, with titles always translated
into English. Publication is bimonthly, with one double issue each year.
All issues have a detailed subject index; the final issue of each annual
volume has an author index and a cumulated subject index.

* How do I know it's useful? attractively printed? easy to handle?

* Find out. Write** for a free specimen. Compare for coverage, currency
and cost. Ask for advice. Reflect, and investigate. To how many political
science journals can your library afford to subscribe? How many can it
keep on hand? How many come from abroad? Is it in danger of becom-
ing parochial? What about even your brightest students, the hope of the
discipline? And what about you?

Access to the whole world of political science periodicals can be had at
minimal cost. Why hesitate, when you can act decisively? Make up your
mind.

And then, please be good. And brave. Test your influence over your
friendly librarian. Political scientists are persuasive. IPSA depends on
you to help it keep political science international.

Thanks,

Serge Hurtig,
Editor

P.S. If your main library already has a subscription, an additional one for
your department will be charged at half-price.

*Subscription rate for institutions (1985). For their private use, individuals
pay only $37.50—one dime will buy exactly 16 abstracts!

**To International Political Science Abstracts, 27, rue Saint-Giullaume,
75341 PARIS CEDEX 07, France. A specimen will be sent to you by
return mail.
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SUPREME COURT STATECRAFT
The Rule of Law AND Men WALLACE MENDELSON

'Professor Mendelson has once again
demonstrated why he has so long been
among the leading Interpreters and con-
noisseurs of our constitutional constel-
lation and the judicial role within it. He
not only writes with Insight and no-
nonsense analytical power, he does so
elegantly and with commendable
economy of words.'- Henry J. Abra-
ham, James Hart Professor, University
of Virginia
"/ am genuinely delighted to see this
book come into the marketplace. It re-
flects scholarship of a very high order, a
wide-ranging intelligence, and a sharp
pen."-David Fellman, Vitas Professor
of Political Science Emeritus, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-Madison

Incisive and perceptive, this collection of essays examines the unique
American blend of law and judicial discretion in Supreme Court his-
tory. Wallace Mendelson explores basic constitutional dilemmas in
chapters on the judge's art, freedom of expression, the Fourteenth
Amendment catchall, judicial review, jurimetrics, and future legal
trends. Supreme Court Statecraft: The Rule of Law AND Men will
provide vital reference material for graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents of constitutional law, law school students, practicing lawyers
and judges, and anyone fascinated with the complexities of law in
general. (ISBN 0-8138-1047-7, cloth, 352 pp., $21.95 plus $1.50
post./handl.)

Dept. A, 2121 South State Avenue, Ames, IA 50010

IOWA STATEi
•UNIVERSITY PRESS«

EDITED BY
KEITH G. BANTING

AND RICHARD SIMEON

REDESIGNING
THE STATE

THE POLITICS OF
CONSTITUTIONAL

CHANGE IN
INDUSTRIAL

NATIONS

Ten political scientists
focus on the recent constitutional

experience of the United States,
Canada, Spain, Belgium, the United

Kingdom, West Germany and eastern
Europe including Poland.

They identify general patterns of
constitutional politics and identify
the pressures which lead to change.

Cloth $30.00, paper $14.50

University of Toronto Press
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New titles
Racial Attitudes
in America
Trends and Interpretations
Howard Schuman, Charlotte
Steeh, and Lawrence Bobo
This book traces changes in American
attitudes toward racial issues that have
taken place between the 1940s and the
1980s. The authors' wide research base
yields conclusions quite different from
those of earlier, more narrowly drawn
studies.
Social Trends in the United States

$22.50

The Diary of
Beatrice Webb
Volume IV: "The Wheel of life",
1924-1943
Edited by Norman MacKenzie
and Jeanne MacKenzie
The last volume of Beatrice Webb's
remarkable diary is a vigorous and
detailed chronicle of the Webbs'
influential lives between the two
world wars.
Belknap $25.00

Takings
Private Property and the
Power of Eminent Domain
Richard A Epstein
Epstein makes a detailed analysis of
recent developments in law and eco-
nomics and the theory of collective
choice to find in the eminent domain
clause a theory of political obligation
that he claims is superior to any of
its modern rivals.

$25.00

The World of Thought
in Ancient China
Benjamin I. Schwartz
The center of this prodigious work of
scholarship is a fresh examination of
the range of Chinese thought during
the formative period of Chinese cul-
ture. Benjamin Schwartz looks at the
surviving texts of this period with a
particular focus on the range of diver-
sity to be found in them.
Belknap $27.50

The Essayes or
Counsels, Civiil
and Morall
Sir Francis Bacon
Edited by Michael Kiernan
Bacon's essays reflect the experience
and wide-reading of a Renaissance man.
This, the first critical edition since
the nineteenth century, uses modern
editorial standards to establish an
authoritative, unmodernized text.

$30.00

Harvard University Press Cambridge, MA 02138
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Helmut
A Schmidt

drand Strategy
for the West

Timely, original, and hard-hitting prescrip-
tions for U.S. and Western policy from
the former West German chancellor in "a
fascinating and totally engrossing book
that abounds in wisdom and bite."
—Cyrus Vance

"Forceful but always rational criticism and
prescriptions, covering a wider range than
almost any other contemporary statesman
could command."—Robert S. McNamara

"A vital book for current and aspiring leaders,
as well as for all those concerned about the
health and future prospects of the industrial
democracies."—Gen. Brent Scowcroft
$12.95

A Grand Strategy for the West
The Anachionism of National Strategies in
an Interdependent World
Helmut Schmidt
Foreword by William P Bundy
Send orders to Dept. 60J
Yale University Press
92A Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520

Let the Eagle Soar
The Foreign Policy of Andrew Jackson
By John M. Belohlavek

"The only full-scale examination of Jackson's foreign policy and
a study that is sorely needed."—Robert Remini, University of
Illinois at Chicago. "An extremely valuable contribution."—
Edward Pessen, City University of New York. Studies of Jackson's
two terms as president have, until now, focused on his conduct of
domestic affairs. Old Hickory has been portrayed as having had
little thought for foreign affairs. But Belohlavek argues that Jack-
son not only had a coherent and often successful foreign policy,
but a diplomacy of vision and imagination. $28.95

Food, the State,
and International Political Economy
Dilemmas of Developing Countries
Edited by F. LaMond Tullis and W. Ladd Hollist

In the 1980s, famine has claimed millions of lives in Africa;
undernutrition has stalked the highlands of Central and South
America and Mexico; food shortages have occurred in India and
Egypt. Rapid population growth, technology, government poli-
cies, and environmental issues now confront developing nations.
In Ibis important new volume, eleven political and social scien-
tists examine the nature of recent major changes in the political
economy of global agriculture and their effects. $29.95

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS 901 NORTH 17TH, LINCOLN, NE 68588
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Oxford
The Judicial Process
An Introductory Analysis of the Courts of the United States,
England, and France
Fifth Edition
HENRY J. ABRAHAM, University of Virginia. "An indispensable book for
students—beginning or professional—of American constitutionalism and the
legal process."—Anthony Lewis, The New York Times (on the fourth edition).
Written by one of our country's most astute observers of the court, this book
examines the theory, practice, and people behind the judicial processes in
three western nations. The fifth edition has been thoroughly revised and
updated to chronicle key developments under Carter and Reagan, and
discusses major changes in judicial processes, powers, and roles both at home
and abroad.
January 1986 604 pp.; 4 tables paper $13.95

Also by Henry }. Abraham
Justices and Presidents
A Political History of Appointments to the Supreme Court
Second Edition
"Essential reading for students of both the Supreme Court and the
Presidency."—Martin Shapiro, U.C.L.A. Law School. "A masterpiece of
scholarly analysis. The pathbreaking achievement of 1974 has been thoroughly
updated to incorporate the scholarship and events of the last decade. It
remains the definitive work in the field of Supreme Court appointments."
—Stanley C. Brubaker, Colgate University. This mini-history of the Court, now
expanded by more than a third, discusses the selection, nomination, and
appointment of each of the 102 justices who have sat on the U.S. Supreme
Court since 1789.
1985 430 pp. cloth $28.00 paper $9.95

Free Government in the Making
Fourth Edition
Edited by ALPHEUS MASON, Princeton University, and GORDON E. BAKER,
University of California, Santa Barbara. "An absolutely indispensable book for
American political philosophy and thought courses."—Joseph E. Walsh,
Stockton State College (on the third edition). An authoritative and compre-
hensive collection of documents on American political thought, this classic
anthology has now been thoroughly revised and updated. The fourth edition
includes extensive new material on women's role in the development of
American political thought and documentation of the contribution of
minorities.
1985 992 pp. $24.95
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Politics, Position, and Power
From the Positive to the Regulatory State
Fourth Edition
HAROLD SEIDMAN and ROBERT S. GILMOUR, both of the University of
Connecticut. Today, a high proportion of government services are provided
indirectly by third parties, including state and local governments, nonprofit
corporations, and other private institutions, with relevant rules and
regulations increasingly determined by the courts rather than by the
government bureaucracy. This substantially revised fourth edition of a
now-classic work presents an inside view of federal administration as it affects
and is affected by competing forces for power, position, and political
advantage. New material on the Reagan administration and a new chapter on
the courts are included. On earlier editions: "Excellent ties together
organizational theory and the political system [very] well."—Gerald M. Pops,
West Virginia University. "A cogent perspective on the functioning of
American government a seminal book."—Larry Berman, University of
California, Davis
February 1986 448 pp. paper $13.95

Readings in Social and Political Philosophy
Edited by ROBERT M. STEWART, Pomona College. This anthology of readings
in social and political philosophy emphasizes the liberal currents of modern
Western political thought—variants of classical liberalism, modern liberalism,
and libertarianism. Selections from the classic readings—Locke's Second
Treatise of Government, Mill's On Liberty, Rousseau's The Social Contract—are
grouped together with essays reflecting current interests of scholars in the
field. Topics considered include obligation and consent, freedom and coercion,
equality and property, justice and rights, and democracy and representation.
The book is unique in its combination of lengthy selections from the classics
and significant current writings, many of which are not widely available.
February 1986 512 pp. paper $16.95

The Moral Dimensions of Politics
RICHARD J. REGAN, Fordham University. This book explores the moral
dimensions of public policy from an Aristotelian-Thomistic philosophical
perspective. Regan begins with a thorough exposition of natural law theory
and proposes ways in which ethical conclusions can be drawn from it. In
defining the nature of man within organized society, he articulates a middle
position between the radical individualism of Hobbes and Locke and the
collectivism of Marx. Regan then goes on to link natural law theory to an
analysis of particular areas of public policy as diverse as public morals, social
justice, and the morality of warfare.
March 1986 256 pp. cloth $24.95

paper $10.95

Prices and publication dates are subject to change.
To request an examination copy write on school letterhead giving full course information including course

name, level, and enrollment to College Humanities anaSock'" ~rial Sciences Marketing Dept.

Oxford University Press
1200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 100161
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'Oxford'
The Pathology of Public Policy
BRIAN W. HOGWOOD, University ofStrathch/de, and B. GUY PETERS, University of Pittsburgh. Building
on the analogy between the human body and the body politic, this study uses the language of medical
pathology to investigate the disorders some governments suffer in making and implementing public
policy. Seven categories of pathologies are discussed in light of the dynamics of the disease process,
diagnosis and suggested treatment, and the potential dangers of the treatment itself.
1985 208 pp.; 1 fig. cloth $24.95 paper $10.50

Labour and the British State
BARRY JONES, University College, Cardiff, and MICHAEL KEATING, University ofStrathclyde. In recent
years, four issues have emerged that underline the Labour Party's historically ambivalent attitude
toward the State: Labour's attitude toward the machinery of the State; Labour's relationship to the
industrial State; Labour's identification with the territorial integrity of the State in the face of rising
Scottish and Wfelsh nationalism; and Labour's response to the threats posed to the State's sovereignty by
the Northern Ireland conflict and Britain's membership in the European Community. This study
explores the implications of these four issues.
1985 224 pp. cloth $24.95 paper $11.95

Regions in the European Community
Edited by MICHAEL KEATING and BARRY JONES. This important collection of essays draws on the
varied experiences of five member states of the European Community and the four parts of Great Britain
to address regional interests. The contributors examine and assess the effectiveness of the elaborate

1985 272 pp.; 3 figs. $29.95

British Politics
Continuities and Change

government, and pressure groups—but also at those that are less frequently explored—political cu
corporatism, the mass media, political recruitment, and the politics of economic decline. The book
covers the 1970s and 1980s.
1985 320 pp. cloth $24.95 paper $9.95

The Moral and Political Writings of Mahatma Gandhi
Volume I
Edited by RAGHAVAN IYER, author o/Moral & Political Thought of Mahatma Gandhi. The first in a
series of three, this volume brings together the seminal writings of Mahatma Gandhi in an accessible
form. The Collected Works of Gandhi run to ninety volumes. The editor of this series has selected the most
important of Gandhi's writings on morality, politics, religion, non-violent resistance, and a host of other
topics.
1985 500pp.;frontis. $49.95

Political Ensembles
A Psychosocial Approach to Politics and Leadership
GRAHAM LITTLE, University of Melbourne. Arguing that voters are more concerned with a party's leader
than with its exact policies, this study presents a new approach to politics and the electoral psyche. Little
sets forth his own profiles of three main types of leaders—Strong, Group, and Inspiring, as exemplified
by Thatcher, Carter, and Kennedy, respectively—and their three discrete "project' types.
1985 230pp. $29.95

Now available in paperback
Revival and Reaction
The Right in Contemporary America
GILLIAN PEELE
1984 (paper 1985) 200 pp. cloth $24.95 paper $14.95

Prices are subject to change.
To order, send check or money order to: Humanities and Social Sciences Marketing Department

Oxford University Press
1200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016 S S S i S S S S S S
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Xcwfion

THE PRESIDENCY AND PUBLIC POLICY MAKING
Edited by George C. Edwards III, Steven A. Shull,
and Norman C. Thomas
Leading scholars such as Richard Rose, Benjamin Page, James
Anderson, and Joseph Cooper focus on diverse aspects of presiden-
tial policy making, providing fresh insights on the presidency and its
relationship to other policy-making institutions.
December 1985/approx. 256 pp./'$24.95 cloth, $9.95 paper

PERCEPTIONS AND BEHAVIOR
IN SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY
by Richard K. Herrmann
In an analysis of Soviet perceptions of U.S. behavior based on a
series of worldwide confrontations in the 1960s and 1970s, Richard
K. Herrmann concludes that the U.S.S.R.'s arms build-up may be
motivated by what Soviet leaders regard as a U.S. threat.
December 1985/approx. 352 pp./'$31.95 cloth

THE UNITED STATES AND LATIN AMERICA
IN THE 1980s: CONTENDING PERSPECTIVES
ON A DECADE OF CRISIS
Edited by Kevin J. Mlddlebrook and Carlos Rico
This important book examines key issues in current hemispheric rela-
tions from both U.S. and Latin American perspectives. Contributors
include Sergio Bitar, Cole Blasier, Margaret E. Crahan, James R.
Kurth, Carlos Massad, Guillermo O'Donnell, Gregory F. Treverton,
Laurence Whitehead, and Howard J. Wiarda.
January 1986/approx. 640 pp./$34.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

Available at bookstores or by calling toll free 800-638-3030
(Maryland residents call collect 301-824-7300).

University of Pittsburgh Press
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
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TASK
MASTERS

Whatever the analytical challenge, SPSS Software Products are ready
for action.

For thousands of applications, in virtually any computer environment, whether mainframe,
mini or PC, SPSS Products are serving the needs of analysts and researchers around
the world. We offer a full family of proven programs, including:

• SPSS-X.™
The result of over 18 years of refinement, this is the complete, integrated information
analysis system. With SPSS-X, users can easily manage complex files, perform
sophisticated statistics and generate presentation-ready reports-without prior
programming knowledge.

• TABLES.
An optional module for SPSS-X that lets you create publication quality tables of limit-
less variety. Summarize sales, census and survey data with nested tables. Or display
several tables together. Layout, format and content are all easily controlled.

• SPSS'GRAPHICS.
A full color, menu-driven product that automatically aggregates and manipulates data to
create boardroom quality charts, graphs and maps. SPSS Graphics gives you complete
control over composition and design elements.

• SPSS/PC.™
The most comprehensive statistical package available for the IBM PC/XT and AT with
320K memory and hard disk. It maintains feature and language compatibility with main-
frame SPSS,* while optimizing for the PC environment. A micro-mainframe communications
link is included.

Add superior documentation and support, and you'll know why SPSS products are
mastering analytical tasks in over 80 countries. To learn what our task force can do for your
organization, call or write the SPSS Marketing Department today.

SPSS Inc.
444 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
312/329-3500

In Europe, contact:
SPSS Benelux BV
RO. Box 115
4200 AC Gorinchem, The Netherlands
Phone: + 31183036711 ,TWX: 21019

PRODUCTIVITY RAISED TO THE HIGHEST POWER"
SPSS products currertfy run on IBM. DEC. WX.1" Sperry Burroughs and o t r ^ micros and m*n l ram« . SPSS-X. Tabtes. SPSS Graphk» and SPSS/PC
marks ot SPSS Inc. tof its proprietary computer software IBM PC/XT and ISM PC/AT are trademarks ot International Business Machines Corporation. Burroughs «
a trademark of Burroughs Corporation. VAX is a trademark ot Digital Equipment Corporation. C CopyrigN 1985. SPSS inc.
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BROOKINGS
Religion in American Public Life
A. James Reichley
Focusing on the continuing controversy over the separation of
church and state, this timely book examines the historical interac-
tion of religious groups, governments, and the courts in America. It
considers the values that public life and religion share and discusses
how they can continue to interact without threat to civil liberties or
religious freedom. ". . . an informative tour of American history,
pointing out the theological bedrock upon which the nation was
built." Kirkus Reviews. " . . . a fairminded, comprehensive survey of
critical developments; in a field that generates much passion it sheds
a calm and cool light." Michael Novak.
October 1985/402 pages/paper $11.95/cloth $31.95

Constitutional Reform and Effective Government
James L. Sundquist
As the United States prepares to celebrate the bicentennial of the
Constitution, thoughtful citizens, frustrated by the recurrent con-
flict and deadlock between the President and Congress, are debating
whether the time has come to change the fundamental structure of
the government. This volume reviews that debate and raises prac-
tical questions about what changes might work best."... the most
thorough and trenchant analysis of the weaknesses of our Consti-
tutional structure of government by any scholar since, perhaps
Woodrow Wilson . . . thoughtful, discerning, and provocative."
Former Congressman Richard Boiling. "This is a remarkably good
book. It is cool, thoughtful, insightful, balanced, and wise. It has
anticipated what will undoubtedly be considerable public debate."
Aaron Wildavsky.
January 1986/c. 250 pages/paper $9.95/cloth $26.95

VL
The Brookings Institution

1775 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 797-6258

BROOKINGS
JJ
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African Crisis Areas and
US- Foreign Policy

Edited by GERALD J. BENDER,
JAMES S. COLEMAN, and RICHARD L. SKLAR

A provocative presentation of the major African crisis areas, such as southern Africa, the
Horn of Africa, and the Sahara, and the U.S. responses to them, written by major scholars
and specialists from the U.S and abroad. By presenting the so-called "Africanist" case fully,

this volume attempts to bridge the gap between scholarship and policy.
$40.00 cloth, $9.95 paper

To the Storm
The Odyssey of a Revolutionary Chinese Woman

YUE DAIYUN and CAROLYN WAKEMAN
Here for the first time a highly placed Chinese intellectual tells her own story—at once a
harrowing account of human suffering and endurance and a record of intense patriotic

devotion and political commitment. Though filled with suffering and upheaval, Yue's story
is not a tragic one, for it expresses the passion of revolutionary commitment perenially

renewed. Anyone who seeks to understand the loyalty and devotion of Chinese intellectuals
to their revolution will want to read this compelling chronicle. $17.95

Lions of the Punjab
Culture in the Making
RICHARD G. FOX
Fox examines the economic, political, and
social forces which led to the Third Sikh
War. He offers a conception of culture that
criticizes cultural, structural, or techno-
environmental determinism commonly
found in anthropology. $29.95

Spain After Franco
The Making of a
Competitive Party System
RICHARD GUNTHER,
GIACOMO SANI,
and GOLDIE SHABAD
This book focuses on competitive politics in
Spain—their nature and development. The
authors examine the interplay between the
party-building and electoral strategies
adopted by the new elites and the political
orientations and behavior of the mass
public. $37.50

At bookstores or call
800-UC BOOKS / 800-822-6657

UNIVERSITY OF

California

Hitler's Stalingrad
Decisions
GEOFFREY JUKES
Jukes analyzes the successive phases of
Hitler's decisions in the Russian campaign
that ended with the great defeat at Stalin-
grad. His is a significant contribution to our
understanding of general issues military and
political leadership in crises and, in particu-
lar of Hitler's personal responsibility for the
German debacle at Stalingrad. $27.50

2 w
PRESS Berkeley 94720
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Governing the
Island of Montreal
Language Differences
and Metropolitan Politics
ANDREW SANCTON
Sancton describes the workings of a society
divided by language and ethnicity where the
pervasiveness of politics of language impedes
all plans for comprehensive reform. $28.50

Governing
Metropolitan Indianapolis
The Politics of Unigov
C. JAMES OWEN
and YORK WILLBERN
The authors trace the Unigov movement
from its initiation to its involvement with
informal organizations which supplied the
necessary support. This study analyzes the
workings of the movement and the special
circumstances that made such an unusual
consolidation possible. $29.95

Regulatory Policy and
the Social Sciences
Edited by ROGER G. NOLL
Research on government regulation neglects
the political and social forces that bring
about changes in regulatory policy. In this
volume scholars from several disciplines
focus on these important and inadequately
explored issues. $42.50

Mechanics of the
Middle Class
Work and Politics Among
American Engineers
ROBERT ZUSSMAN
Zussman explores the industrial routines
and social sentiments of the American engi-
neers and their location in the class structure.
He suggests a possible alliance between
middle-level employees and workers arising
from shared interests as citizens and home-
owners. $27.50

New in paper
Abortion and the
Politics of Motherhood
KRISTIN LUKER
"A lucid, fair-minded and, most importantly,
convincing analysis of the contemporary
debate about abortion— (This book)
demonstrates beyond any reasonable doubt
that the controversy derives its intensity not
from differences of ideology or religion but
from the radically antithetical social circum-
stances of the combatants."

—New York Times Book Review
$7.95

Black Box
KAL 007 and the Superpowers
ALEXANDER DALLIN
"Dallin... does an admirable job of assem-
bling the available information and dis-
passionately examining the theories. His is
an important book on several counts."

—New York Times
"Dallin's book is particularly helpful in
understanding the state of U.S.-Soviet rela-
tions and the two countries' reactions after
the incident."— Washington Post $6.95

Strong Democracy
Participatory Politics
for a New Age
BENJAMIN BARBER
"His distinctive contribution is not to
develop a legislative package but to sketch a
way of looking at politics from which a
stronger democratic practice might emerge.
. . . His approach is original and provocative."

—New York Times Book Review
$9.95

Chen Village
The Recent History of a
Peasant Community in
Mao's China
ANITA CHAN,
RICHARD MADSEN, and
JONATHAN UNGER
"Chen Village throws a bright spotlight on a
single village. In illuminating the past, it
^provides a firm basis for understanding the
drastic, and apparently surprising, changes
that have been taking place. This is an inno-
vative and valuable study."—John S. Service
$8.95
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Economic Statecraft
David A. Baldwin

"This book is one of the three or four most significant new
contributions to either foreign policy analysis or interna-
tional political economy that I have read in the last decade. It
is one of those works that bring a fresh perspective to a sub-
ject that has been analyzed at length, and it suggests strongly
that the most prominent authors on the subject have made
major errors in drawing inferences. Baldwin is simply brilliant
at logical construction and reconstruction. The book will be a
stimulus and model to anyone who aspires to logical clarity,
on any subject."
—JohnS. Odell, University of Southern California
LPE: $12.50. C: $45.00

Origins of Containment
A Psychological Explanation
Deborah Welch Larson

"This is a landmark work in foreign policy analysis. It uses
the early history of the Cold War as a complex 'case' to
analyze the applicability of a variety of theories of
perception."
—Ernest R. May, Harvard University
$35.00

Cooperation under Anarchy
Edited by Kenneth A. Oye

Drawing on a diverse set of historical cases in security and
economic affairs, the contributors to this special issue of
World Politics provide a unified explanation of the incidence
of cooperation and conflict, and also suggest strategies to
promote the emergence of cooperation.
P: $8.95. C: $27.50

Write for our new Social Sciences catalog

At your bookstore or -

41 William Street PHnCetOn U n i v e r s i t y PreSS Princeton, NJ 08540
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N E W B O O K S B Y

CONSCIOUSNESS
AND THE

URBAN EXPERIENCE

D A V I D H A R V E Y

THE
URBANIZATION

OF CAPITAL

STUDIES IN THE HISTORY AND THEORY OF CAPITALIST URBANIZATION

By reviewing such components of the
urban process as the separation of
workplace and living place, and the
reorganization of social functions to
meet capitalism's needs, Harvey shows
how capitalism structures not only the
city but the consciousness of its inhabit-
ants as well. $22.5O

This book examines capital as a
process that unfolds through the pro-
duction and allocation of physical and
social space. The infrastructure, Harvey
argues, has been built in capitalism's
own image and reinforces the system
of production it serves. $25.OO

9
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS

701 West 40th Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21211

CHANGING
YOUR ADDRESS?

If you are planning a move, please fill in the form below and return it to the
American Political Science Association, 1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036. Address changes should be received at the Association
by the 1st of the month to be included in the monthly update of the Association
mailing list.

NAME

OLD ADDRESS

Zip

NEW ADDRESS.

Zip.
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1
I

WHEN GOVERNMENT
REGULATES ITSELF
EPA, TVA, and Pollution
Contorl in the 1970s
ROBERT F. DURANT

Durant investigates intergovernmental regula-
tion by studying the interaction of two agen-
cies in implementing federal programs.
224 pages. $18.95

FACTIONS IN
HOUSE COMMITTEES
GLENN R. PARKER AND
SUZANNE L. PARKER
This book scrutinizes and compares commit-
tees between 1973 and 1980 to determine their
susceptibility to four types of political
pressure—party, ideology, administration,
and constituency.

336 pages. $26.95

THE BURDEN OF BUSING
The Politics of Desegregation
in Nashville, Tennessee
RICHARD A. PRIDE AND
J. DAVID WOODARD
Examining the impact of 25 years of school
desegregation on the people involved, the
authors conclude that cultural factors shaped
people's responses to desegregation policy.

320 pages. Illustrations. $24.95

CONSERVATIVES IN COURT
LEE EPSTEIN
Comparing three types of conservative in-
terest groups, Epstein tests the validity of
several widely held beliefs about the ways in
which both conservative and liberal interest
groups use the courts to further their aims.

216 pages. $17.95

Revised Edition Available in January
FROM OBSCURITY
TO OBLIVION
Running in the Congressional
Primary
LOUIS SANDY MAISEL
In this revised edition of his book, Sandy
Maisel incorporates new data from the 1980,
1982, and 1984 elections into his study of the
process of choosing congressional candidates.
208 pages. $15.95 cloth, $7.95 paper

TheUniversity of

1
i

$:

I

i

I

KnoxvUle 37996-0325

::::
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Hydra of Carnage
International Linkages of Terrorism
The Witnesses Speak
Uri Ra'anan, Robert L. Pfaltzgraff, Jr.,
Richard H. Shultz, Ernst Halperin, and
Igor Lukes, Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy, Tufts University

Detailed, fascinating information
about the operational principles, infra-
structures, and international and
regional coordination of terrorist net-
works. International linkages of terror-
ism are exposed — linkages revealed
by ranking members of the major U.S.
enforcement agencies and by the cap-
tured documents and personal testi-
monies of former intelligence officials
and leaders from the USSR and client
states in Eastern Europe, the Middle
East, and Central America.
544 pages ISBN 0-669-11135-x $42.00
In paper: 0^69-11136-8 $22.95

The Lessons of Recent Wars in
the Third World: Volume One
Approaches and Case Studies

Robert E. Harkavy, The Pennsylvania
State University, and Stephanie G.
Neuman, Columbia University, editors

This volume provides systematic
information that non-military analysts
need to uncover how wars in the
Third World have been fought and
what determines their outcome. Repre-
senting academia, the military, and the
government, the authors examine a
variety of analytical approaches and
present case studies of eight recent
conflicts in the Third World. These
detailed examinations merge military
history with national security policy
and comparative social-scientific
analysis.
320 pages ISBN 0-669-06765-2 $29.00

Lexington Books
D.C. Heath & Company
125 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 860-1204

Fighting Back: Winning the War
Against Terrorism
Neil C. Livingstone and Terrell E.
Arnold, editors, The Institute on
Terrorism and Subnational Conflict
Foreword by Robert C. McFarlane

How should the United States
respond to international terrorism?

"We can win the war against terror-
ism, but as this book makes clear, there
are no shortcuts. In seeking to win, we
must protect our values, institutions,
.friendships, and alliances, and we must
help those with legitimate grievances to
find ways of achieving just ends without
resort to terrorism. This book helps to
express those needs and to map many
of the ways we might serve them; I
strongly urge everyone who is interested
in trying to understand and solve this
problem to read it."—from the
foreword
288 pages ISBN 0-669-10808-1 $28.00
In paper: 0-669-11139-2 $12.95

Security or Armageddon
Israel's Nuclear Strategy
Louis Rene Beres, Purdue University,
editor

Israeli and American strategists
debate the course Israel must choose
in the shadow of the bomb. Well-
known specialists on international
security affairs address such issues as
whether Israel should continue with its
"bomb in the basement" policy or dis-
close its nuclear capabilities. The book
then examines Israel's strategic choices
and the probable impact of those
choices on American and Soviet
foreign policy.
256 pages ISBN 0-669-09566-4 $25.00
In paper: 0-669-11131-7 $12.95

DCHeatft
A >«yHn— Company
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NEW FROM
BROOKS/COLE

POWER AND
INFLUENCE:

An Introduction to
International Relations

by D. G. Kousouias,
Professor Emeritus at Howard University

Professor Kousouias—the author of the widely used ON
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS now in its 5th edit ion-
advances the study of international relations in this new
book by focusing attention on the limitations of power and
on the key role played by Influence and transactionai Interac-
tions in today's world*

With his lucid, engaging style, Kousouias offers students an
exciting, absorbing textbook.

Special feature: an INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS DIGEST.

For your free examination copy, send course
information on letterhead stationery to

BOXAPSA-85
Brooks/Cole Publishing Company

555 Abrego Street
Monterey, CA 93940
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Cambridge
Powers of Theory
Capitalism, The State, and Democracy
Robert A. Alford and Roger Friedland
"An ambitious and sophisticated work of integration that brings together all the most important literature on
modern democratic capitalist states within a single, overall, highly-illuminating argument." — Steven Lukes

"Alford and Friedland succeed in characterizing pluralist, managerial, and class perspectives on state and
society under capitalism, in showing how each fails, and in sketching complementarities among them."

* -Charles M y
"... the work is not only accessible to students, but will also be stimulating reading for seasoned academics

interested in recent debates and new ideas." — Erik Olin Wright
1985 518 pp. $14.95 (Also available in cloth)

Bringing the State Back In
Editors: Peter Evans, Dietrich Rueschemeyer and Theda Skocpol
This volume includes some of the best recent interdisciplinary scholarship on states in relation to social
structures. The contributors make use of theoretically engaged comparative and historical investigations to
provide improved conceptualizations of states and how they operate.

Contributors: Theda Skocpol, Dietrich Rueschemeyer, Peter B. Evans, Alice H. Amsden, Margaret Weir,
Charles Tilly, Peter Katzenstein, Ira Katznelson, David Laitin, Alfred Stepan.
1985 384 pp $14.95 (Also available in cloth)

Public Employment in Western Nations
Richard Rose
With Edward Page, Andrea Cendali Pignatelli, Richard Parry, Klaus-Dieter Schmidt
and B. Guy Peters
The product of collaborative research over the past six years, this book presents original and authoritative
information about the size and nature of public employment in six major Western nations — Britain, America,
France, Germany, Italy, and Sweden. Covering the period from the end of World War II up through and into the
1980s, the book shows how public employment is changing and identifies areas of rapid growth, comparing
them with areas of relative stagnation.
1985 280 pp $39-50

Concorde and Dissent
Explaining High Technology Project Failures in Britain and France
Elliot J. Feldman
Conventional explanations of why the Concorde has proved to be a commercial failure, and of the separate and
in some ways also unsuccessful projects to build new international airports in London and Paris, contrast
French rational planning expertise with the amateurishness of the British. In this study, Professor Feldman
challenges such stereotypes, arguing instead that policy failures in the two countries can be explained in terms
of political instability. His book is unique in developing such detailed, controlled case-studies for the
comparison of political systems, and offers new insights into public policy making in Britain and France.
1985 207 pp $34-50

All prices subject to change.

At bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
32 East 57th Street, New York, NY 10022

800-431-1580 (outside New York State and Canada)
MasterCard and Visa accepted
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ANNOUNCING
MAJOR NEW
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
TEXTS

THE HEAL STUFF
A History of NASA's Astronaut
Recruitment Policy
Joseph D. Atkinson, Jr. and Jay X. Shafrits
This book shows how NASA's management walk-
ed a tightrope between the technical needs of its
programs and the needs of society in the choice
of its astronauts. Well-researched, The Real
Stuff offers a behind-the-scenes account of
events surrounding the Mercury, Gemini, Apollo,
and Skylab programs.

240 pp. 1985 $36.95 ISBN 0-03005187-8
paper edition:
$11.95 ISBN 0-03-005186-6

THE RUSSIAN DILEMMA
Revised Edition
Robert Wesson
The revised and updated edition of The Russian
Dilemma is an outstanding survey and analysis
of Russia's development from the end of Mongol
rule to the present day. Emphasizing the
country's Eurasian heritage in history and geo-
politics, the volume explains how Russia's geo-
graphical situation has led to the creation of a
vast empire.

206 pp. 1985 $30.95 ISBN 003002597-4
paper edition:
$12.95 ISBN 0-03-002598-2

WOMEN IN THE HISTORY OF
POLITICAL THOUGHT
Ancient Greece to Machiavelli
Arlene W. Saxonhouse
Women in Politics Series

AMERICAN POLITICAL
THEOLOGY
Historical Perspective and
Theoretical Analysis
Charles W. Dunn
208pp. 1984
ISBN 003-071843-0
paper edition:

$29.95

$12.95 ISBN 0-03-071844-9

POLITICAL COMMUNICATION IN
AMERICA
Robert X. Denton, Jr. and Gary C. Woodward
384 pp. 1985 $42.95 ISBN 0-03-071326-9
paper edition:
$15.95 ISBN 0-03-071324-2

THE SOVIET UNION AND THE
THIRD WORLD
An Economic Bind
Elisabeth Xridl Valenlder
paper edition:
208pp. 1985
ISBN 0-03-006034-6

$14.95

224pp.
ISBN 0-03-062202-6
paper edition:
$10.95

1985 $24.95

ISBN 0-03-062201-8

SOVIET POLITICS
Russia After Brezhnev
edited by Joseph L. Nogee
256 pp. 1985 $27.95
ISBN 0-03-064238-8
paper edition:
$12.95 ISBN0-03-064237-X

Order from your
local bookseller or direct from PUBLISHERS

521 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10175
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New and noteworthy from Agathon Press

POLITICAL SCIENCE:
The Science of Politics
Edited by Herbert F. Weisberg
Published in cooperation with the American Political Science Association*

CONTENTS
L THE SCIENCE OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

1. Introduction: The Science of Politics and Political Change
Herbert F. Weisberg

2. Political Science as Science
Gerald H. Kramer

3. The Science of Politics and Its Limits
Duncan MacRae, Jr.

D. THE SCIENCE OF POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS
4. Institutional Equilibrium and Equilibrium Institutions

Kenneth A Shepsle
5. The Cycles of Legislative Change: Building a Dynamic Theory

Lawrence C Dodd
6. Presidential and Executive Studies: The One, the Few, and the Many

Bert A. Rodman
7. The Social Science of Judicial Politics

James L Gibson
8. The Positive Theory of Hierarchies

Gary J Miller and Terry M. Moe

m. THE SCIENCE OF POLITICAL BEHAVIOR
9. Structural Estimation with Limited Variables

Charles H. Franklin and John K Jackson
10. The Dynamics of Public Opinion

Richard G Niemi
11. Choice, Context, and Consequence: Beaten and Unbeaten Paths

toward a Science of Electoral Behavior
Paul Allen Beck

12. Model Choice in Political Science: The Case of Voting Behavior Research,
1946-1975

Herbert F. Weisberg
Index to authors cited

'The contributions to this volume have been adapted from theme papers delivered at the
1983 APSA Annual Meeting.

December 1985 / 320 pages
Cloth, $32.00 / Paper, $15.00

Send order with check or institutional purchase order to

AGATHON PRESS, INC, 111 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10011
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Look at the scope of our
political inquiry.

American
Politics

Political Facts of
the United States, 1789-1984
Erik W. Austin; with the assistance of
Jerome M. Clubb. The only book of its kind,
assembling a wealth of facts and statistics on
American political history through die 1984
elections. 450 pp., $45.00 (February)

Still the Golden Door
The Third World Comes to America
David M. Reimers. "This is die first
comprehensive survey of United States
immigration policy diat covers die period since
1945. It is readable, intelligendy done, and of
great contemporary significance. No one
concerned widi American development since
die end of World War II should ignore diis
book."—Leonard Dinnerstein, University of
Arizona. 319 pp., $25.00

American Myth and the
Legacy of Vietnam
John Hellmann."...quite simply, die most
sophisticated analysis of die literary reflection
of America's involvement in Vietnam."
-Robert D. Schulzinger. 256 pp., photos, $24.95

The Politics of Insurgency
The Farm Worker
Movement in the 1960s
J. Craig Jenkins. "The best history to date of
unionism in recent American agricultural
history."—Library Journal. 261 pp., $30.00

Politics and Statesmanship
Essays on the American Whig forty
Thomas Brown. Reappraises die Whig party
and their efforts to manage die tensions
between civic ideals of Republican ideology
and die operating realities of die Jacksonian
era. 328 pp., $32.50

The U.S. Economy in
World WarH
Harold G. Vatter. Evaluates die significance of
die war years upon American economic
history from two perspectives: overall changes
in government policies, and major social
developments of die war era. Columbia Studies
in Business, Government, and Society,
Eli M. Noam, General Editor. 224 pp. $25.00

In Pursuit of Power
Southern Blacks and Electoral
Iblitics, 1965-1982
Steven F. Lawson. Have black southerners
gained political power along with voting rights?
Contemporary American History Series, William
E. Leuchtenburg, General Editor. 416 pp., $30.00

Winner of the Bancroft Prize

The Washington
Community, 1800-1828
James Sterling Young. Now in paperback.
307 pp., $10.00 pa

International
Relations

Under Siege
P.L.O. Decisionmaking During
the 1982 War
Bashid KhalidL A fascinating, often terrifying
firsthand account of die 1982 war in Lebanon
by a Palestinian who lived dirough die massacre.
Using many revealing sources—such as P.L.O.
telexes and government communiques—
Khalidi tells a compelling story of life amid
die fighting and provides an unusually
informed perspective on die Arab-Israeli
conflict. 224 pp., $22.50
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Western Security
The Formative Years
Olva Riste, Editor. Traces the development of
Atlantic security policy during the early phases
of the Cold War, covering the Dunkirk Treaty,
die Truman Doctrine, and the formation of
NATO. 410 pp., $39.00

Land, Labor, and Rural Poverty
Essay in Development Economics
Pranab K. Bardhan. Using the agrarian
economy of India as a frame of reference,
Bardhan explores a series of issues in
development economics. 288 pp., $30.00

Winner of the Bemath Prize

The Making of a
Special Relationship
The United States and China to 1914
Michael H. Hunt Now m paperback.
416 pp., $12.50

Comparative
Politics

New in
The Political Economy of

International Change Series
John Gerard Ruggie, General Editor

Economic Security and
the Origins of the
Cold War, 1945-1950
Robert A. tSMard. Argues that American
economic diplomacy serves as a means to
enhance U.S. security, rather than an end in
itself. "... likely to become the definitive post-
revisionist account."—John Lewis Gaddis.
448 pp., $32.50

Collective Clientelism
The Lome' Conventions and
North-South Relations
John RavenkUL The first analysis of the Lome1

Conventions—trade and aid agreements
between die European Economic Community
and more than sixty developing countries—
from the perspective of North-South relations.
416 pp., $37.50

West German Politics
Lewis J. Edinger. A dynamic interpretation
of political attitudes and processes in West
Germany today, widi comparisons to other
Western democracies. Now in papaback.
350 pp., maps, tables, $10.00 pa, $30.00 d

Urbanization in China
Richard Kirkby. Traces population changes
and urban growth in China throughout the
Communist period, offering likely
developments for the near future.
256 pp., $35.00

The October Revolution
Roy Medvedev, with a new preface by the
author. "He stands in die first rank of
contemporary historians searching for the truth
about the Soviet Union's historical experience
and its lessons for die future."
—Alexander Rabinowitch.
Now in papaback. 232 pp., $12.50 pa

On Soviet Dissent
Interviews with Piero Ostellino
Roy Medvedev. Now in papaback.
158 pp., $10.00 pa

Soviet Marxism
A Critical Analysis
Herbert Marcuse. Now in papaback.
271 pp., $12.50 pa

The State-Society Struggle
Zaire in Comparative Perspective
Thomas M. Callaghy."... die definitive work
on Mobutu's Zaire."—Rene Lemarchand.
Now in papaback 515 pp., $16.00 pa

Send check or money order to Dept. JN at
die address below, including $2.00 per
order for postage and handling.

University Press
136 South Broadway, Irvington, NY 10533
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Supplements and Core Texts

Pick One from "Column A"

Why Nations Go to War
Fourth Edition
JOHN G. STOESSINGER, Trinity University
A clear, insightful analysis of twentieth-century warfare that focuses on such critically
important questions as whether or not wars are inevitable, the roles of personalities,
and how the threshold is crossed from peace to war. The book has been brought up
to date for this edition to include the latest developments in the Middle East and
Gorbachev's rise to power.
Paperbound. 221 pages. Just Published

Public Opinion
COALITIONS, ELITES, AND MASSES
Second Edition
HARRY HOLLOWAY, The University of Oklahoma
with JOHN GEORGE, Central State University, Oklahoma
A lively but balanced and nonpolemical analysis of public opinion and political
behavior in the United States today that presents mass apathy—not the domination
of an elite class—as the fundamental threat to American democracy. The Second
Edition incorporates the latest scholarship and provides revised or expanded coverage
of pluralism, the media, ethnic politics, and individual opinion formation.
Paperbound. 304 pages. Just Published

Inventing Reality
THE POLITICS OF THE MASS MEDIA
MICHAEL PARENTI

A critique of the political role of the media. Parenti attacks the widely held view that
the media are controlled by liberals; examines how and why the media distort and
manipulate the news; and shows how the media channel public awareness in direc-
tions that are supportive of the existing politico-economic system at home and abroad.
Paperbound. 240 pages (probable). Publication: January 1986
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from St. Martin's Press...

and One from "Column B"!

American Democracy
LEWIS LIPSITZ, The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
A major new textbook that provides a comprehensive, mainstream, but unusually
stimulating introduction to American government and politics. It covers all the
standard topics of the course—the foundations, institutions, and policies of contem-
porary American political life—but goes beyond this coverage to reveal the short-
comings and successes, the constraints and prospects of our system. The organizing
concept of the text—the question of "how democratic are we?—helps students
distinguish between the democratic ideal and actual practice. Includes more than
80 boxed inserts that provide a comparative, cross-national perspective; illustrated
with more than 200 photographs and more than 50 maps, charts, and graphs.
660 pages (probable). Publication: February 1986
Accompanied by an Instructor's Manual, Study Guide, and Test Item File (available in either
bound book format or on floppy disk)

American Public Policy
AN INTRODUCTION
Second Edition
CLARKE E. COCHRAN, Texas Tech University
LAWRENCE E. MAYER, Texas Tech University
T. R. CARR, University of Arkansas
N. JOSEPH CAYER, Arizona State University
A comprehensive, balanced introduction to the major substantive policy issues in
American politics today—the economy, energy, the environment, intergovernmental
relations, crime, poverty, health care, education, social equality, First Amendment
freedoms, and foreign and defense policy. The text combines historical and descrip-
tive material with debate over the issues and alternative solutions, giving students
all the information they need to make intelligent decisions on the issues on their own.
Brought fully up to date for this edition, the text includes two new chapters—the
chapter on intergovernmental policy, and a concluding chapter that summarizes
emerging trends and themes.
464 pages (probable). Publication: January 1986

1b request an examination copy of any of these texts, please write us on your
college letterhead specifying your course title, present text, and approximate
enrollment. Send your request to:

ST. MARTIN'S PRESS
Department JR • New York, N. Y. 10010
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Iibertyfiass
bbertyCfacs

SELECTED WRITINGS OF LORD ACTON
VOLUME I
ESSAYS IN THE HISTORY OF LIBERTY
By John Emerich Edward Dalberg-Acton
Edited by J. Rufus Fears

Lord Acton was among the most significant figures in
the intellectual life of Victorian England. His enor-
mous erudition won him the admiration of Gladstone
and led to his election to the Regius Professorship of
Modern History at Cambridge. There he became the
organizer and first editor of the Cambridge Modern
History.

Acton's famous aphorism "power tends to corrupt
and absolute power corrupts absolutely" may be
juxtaposed with another Acton line "the development
of liberty is the soul of history... V Acton wrote many
essays, reviews and letters which reflect his great
learning and his deep concern with liberty as the cen-
tral concept for the understanding of history.

LibertyC/aM/cy is publishing a three volume series
of SelectedWritings of Lord Acton under the editorship
of Professor J. Rufus Fears. The first volume contains
material related to three of Acton's leading interests:
the history of liberty, the particular contribution made
by England and America to the course of liberty, and
the effect on liberty of contemporary European politi-
cal developments. Included are such essays as "The
History of Freedom in Antiquity",' "The History of
Freedom in Christianity,' and "The Puritan
Revolution?
558 + xxx pages.
Forward, index.
Hardcover $15.00,0-86597-046-7
Softcover $ 7.50,0-86597-047-5

Prepayment is required on all orders not for resale. We pay book
rate postage on prepaid orders. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for
delivery. All orders from outside the United States must be prepaid
in U.S. dollars. To order, or for a copy of our catalogue, write:
LibertyfreM/LibertyC/arjiej
7440 North Shadeland, Dept. P102
Indianapolis, IN 46250
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Political Science: The Basics

The Party Goes On
Hie Persistence of Two-Party Politics

in the United States
XANDRAKAYDEN&

EDDIE MAHE, JR.
Two seasoned political professionals describe and
analyze the dramatic and totally unexpected rebirth
of political parties In the last ten years and consider
the impact of the new professional party on the
nation's future political life. *A reasoned and impor-
tant work from two exceptional talents... .Essential
reading for students of the political process.'
—WILLIAM C. BROCK, III Secretary of Labor

$17.95

The Rise of Modern
Judicial Review
From Constitutional to

Judge-Hade Law
CHRISTOPHER WOLFE

A Constitutional scholar at Marquette University
shows how modern Supreme Courts have trans-
formed judicial review from a power to enforce the
Constitution into a power to adapt It to new ends
and what this momentous change means for Con-
stitutional government $23.95

A World of Secrets
The Uses and Limits of Intelligence

WALTER LAQUEUR
A Twentieth Century Fund Book

A world renowned scholar provides the first sys-
tematic and authoritative evaluation of this coun-
try's intelligence gathering machinery—how it has
been used, misused, and on occasion, ignored, and
what can be done to improve its usefulness to pol-
icy-makers. "A vital contribution not only to a better
understanding of history but also to a more effective
Intelligence and counterintelligence dedicated to
the protection of democracy."—ZBIQMIEW
BRZEZIMSKI $21.95

Political Crisis/
Fiscal Crisis

The Collapse and Revival of
New York City

MARTIN SHEFTER
Here Is the definitive account of Mew York's 1975
fiscal crisis, showing that such crises are the tradi-
tional way for American cities to bring about needed
political change. T h e best book on new York City
government since Sayre and Kaufman's 1960 class-
ic, Governing New York City.... Transcends flew
York and provides us with fresh Insights into the
place of the city in the . . . national and world
economies."—THEODORE LOWL Cornell University

$21.95

The Rise of the
Trading State

Commerce and Conquest hi the
Modem World

RICHARD ROSECRANCE
The rise of the trading state and what it means for
peace in the nuclear age is here set forth in a tough-
minded yet optimistic analysis by a distinguished
Cornell scholar and former State Department
analyst "An excellent blend of theory and history
that identifies trends which offer opportunities for
constructing a more peaceful international sys-
tem."—ALEXANDER I. QEORQC $19.95

Schooling for All
Class, Race, and the Decline of the

Democratic Ideal
DfAKATZNELSON * MARGARET WEIR

Schooling for All is a different badly needed voice
in the current debate over the crisis of public edu-
cation. The authors argue that too much time is
spend decrying the decline of standards and too
little time lamenting the death of the American
dream of public education. "A provocative contribu-
tion to the current debates on public educat ion. . .
Controversial must reading."—SEAN W1LEHTZ,
Princeton University $18.95

Basic Books, Inc.
10 East 53rd St., Hew York, NY 10022

Call toll-free (800)-638-3030
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New paperbacks

The Logic of Deterrence
Anthony Kenny
In this pithy "everyman's guide" to the
theory and ethics of nuclear war and deter-
rence, a noted philospher casts a critical eye
on the current policies of both East and
West. Putting forward his own strong propo-
sals, Kenny calls for a series of phased and
partial unilateral steps by the West, coupled
with pressure on the East to reciprocate.
$6.95 128 pages
Library cloth edition $20.00

The Imperative of
Responsibility
In Search of an Ethics
for the Technological Age

Hans Jonas
"Hans Jonas believes that technological
developments are in fact so hostile to our
deepest needs, indeed to our future, that we
must completely rethink our ethics and ethi-
cal responsibilities. This book is not simply
a call to heighten our moral sensibilities; it
is a plea to change them.'—Robert
Grafstein, The Christian Century
$9.95 268 pages

Nuclear Deterrence
Ethics and Strategy
Edited by Russell Hardin,
John J. Mearsheimer,
Gerald Dworkin,
and Robert E. Goodin
Essential readings for all concerned with the
ethics of nuclear weapons policies, this book
brings together the views of both philosophers
and strategists. Contributors include: Richard
Wasserstrom, Colin Gray, Richard Ullman,
Sissela Bok, Robert Tucker, Robert Art, Gerald
Dworkin, and Jan Narveson.
Paper $10.95 392 pages (est.)
Library cloth edition $25.00

Nationalism and the State
John Breuilly
"Breuilly views nationalism from a new per-
spective. He treats it as a form of politics
shaped by the modern state. Using compara-
tive history as his method, he develops a ty-
pology in terms of the three basic objectives
of nationalist movements: unification, re-
form, and separation.. .A remarkable tour
de force."— Peter J. Fliess, American Politi-
cal Science Review
$13.95 422 pages

Political Process and the
Development of Black
Insurgency, 1930-1970
Doug McAdam
"Students of black politics and social move-
ments will find in [McAdam's] work a clear
and detailed model of the evolution and dy-
namics of black protest.'—Michael Mitchell,
Political Science Quarterly
$11.95 311 pages
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New titles -

Gender Justice
David L. Kirp,
Mark G. Yudof, and
Marlene Strong Franks
"This is a profound, provocative, and dis-
turbing book—disturbing because it
challenges accepted political positions of
both the left and right as it delineates an
'equal choice' philosophy. It is important—
indeed, essential—reading for all those of us
who believe that equality and partnership
between women and men is a mark of a just
society.'—Rosabeth Moss Kanter
Cloth $19.95 256 pages

Discrimination,
Jobs, and Politics
The Struggle for Equal
Employment Opportunity in the
United States since the New Deal

Paul Burstein
"A highly original study of the struggle for
equal opportunity in employment since the
New Deal. With complex and compelling ar-
guments that shed new light on the reason,
timing, and way that Congress prohibited
discrimination in employment, Paul Burstein
convincingly challenges conventional wis-
dom on the genesis of Civil Rights legisla-
tion.'—William Julius Wilson, University of
Chicago
Paper $12.95 258 pages
Library cloth edition $28.00

The Politics of School
Reform, 1870-1940
Paul E. Peterson
Drawing upon rarely examined archival data
for Atlanta, Chicago, and San Francisco,
Peterson demonstrates that the growth of
urban public schools—both in political
power and in sheer numbers—had as much
to do with the demands and influence of
trade unions, immigrant groups, and the
public more generally as it did with the
actions of social and economic elites.
Paper $11.95 256 pages
Library cloth edition $25.00

Protecting the Vulnerable
A Reanalysis of Our Social Responsibilities

Robert E. Goodin
With keen intelligence and unfailing common
sense, Goodin extends our concept of social
responsibilities beyond their conventional
boundaries. He opens up new perspectives on
issues central to public policy and of critical
concern to philosophers and social scientists as
well as to politicians, lawyers, and social
workers.
Cloth $25.00 236 pages

The University of C H I C A G O
, 5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637
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Saudi Arabia
The Ceaseless Quest for Security

Nadav Safran
Nadav Safran combines vast scholarship
and his deep familiarity with Arab culture
in the most sophisticated and demystifying
book ever written about Saudi Arabia. This
book-a masterguide of insight and analysis
-traces the roots of Saudi preoccupation
with security and its expression in defense
and foreign policy through half a century
and four reigns.
Belknap $25.00

Political Murder
From Tyrannicide to Terrorism

Franklin L Ford
This unprecedented inquiry into assassina-
tion crosses civilizations, cultures, reli-
gions, and classes to locate the common
thread of this often mysterious, always
shocking phenomenon.
Does assassination work? Does it ever pro-
duce results consistent with the aims of
those who attempt it? Or it is "bad poli-
tics"? Ford's fast-paced narrative finds
intriguing implications in numerous cases.

$29.50

Asian Power
and Politics

The Cultural Dimensions of Authority
Lucian W. Pye

In a major new book, Lucian Pye reconcep-
tualizes Asian political development as a
product of cultural attitudes toward power
and authority.
Breaking with modern political theory, he
shows how power differs profoundly from
one culture to another by contrasting the
great traditions of Confucian East Asia with
Southeast Asian cultures and South Asian
traditions of Hinduism and Islam. He also
explores in depth the national differences
within these larger traditions.
Belknap $25.00

The First Socialist
Society

A History of the Soviet Union from Within
Geoffrey Hosking

Here is a compelling and often tragic his-
tory of what Soviet citizens have lived
through from 1917 to the present. Hosking
explains the political and economic circum-
stances that have changed Marxist ideology.

$29.50

A History of the Jewish People
Edited by H. H. Ben-Sasson

"Here is a work that triumphantly makes available the fruits of a wealth of learning and
scholarship that will surely establish new standards for the presentation of research."

-Times Literary Supplement
$18.95 paper

at bookstores or from
Harvard University Press

Cambridge, MA 02138
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^Prepare your students for active
participation in American government

THE IDEAL AND THE REALITY
Third Edition

Prod R. Harris, The University ot New Mexia

With expanded resource program

America's Democracy is totally updated
and accompanied by a new integrated
support program, including Instruc-
tor's Manual, Study Guide, Test Item
File, Videotapes, and Computer Simu-
lation. Also new to this edition are
interviews with Robert and Elizabeth
Dole, Potter Stewart, Charles William

Maynes, Bill Moyers, and Fred Harris.
Practical "How t o . . . " mini-manuals,
special "Viewpoint" boxes, and Harris'
own fascinating insights bring students
close to the issues, institutions, and
policies central to American govern-
ment. Available Now. ©1986, 752
pages, illustrated, hardbound.

for Texas politics Recently published
Public Policy in Texas
Second Edition
Wendell M. Bedtchek / Neal TannahiU

Available January 1986

American Government
Policy and Politics
TannahiU / Bedichek

Unfinished Democracy
The American Political System
Second Edition
Rodgers / Harrington

Problems of the Presidency
A Text with Readings
Hinckley

Public Administration
The Work of Government
Barton / Chappell

For further information write
Meredith Hellestrae, Department SA-APSR 1900 East Lake Avenue, Glenview, Illinois 60025

Scott, Foresman and Company
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James Q. Wilson
on the issues...

D. C. Heath brings you, this fall, the Third Edition
of James Q. Wilson's critically acclaimed text,
American Government: Institutions and
Policies. In the following comments, the
author reflects on voting, money, and interest
groups in the context of American politics.

Q# Students often say that
• Americans are apathetic—

they are less likely to vote than
people elsewhere—and that this is
probably because elections are
meaningless and the candidates
mediocre. Do you encounter this?

A # All the time. And they should talk! It's young
A t persons, of course, who are least likely to vote.
But I don't think our low turnout is a sign of "apathy."
Rather, it reflects two distinctive features of American
life. People here don't attach the same all-consuming
importance to politics that people in some other
nations do. (Maybe that's not such a bad thing.) And
this system provides so many more opportunities to
get involved in politics, that voting is relatively less
important here than elsewhere.

Q# If these opportunities
• include interest groups,

the students just cite this as another
example of the fact that money talks.

A # Money talks, yes. But so do numbers, letters,
A t rallies, editorials, petitions, media investiga-
tions, and just plain political conversation. One of the
main problems in teaching American politics is that
there is (usually) no "they" that calls the shots and
sets the policies. The system is so messy it is hard to
describe. It's even too messy to be called "pluralist" in
any simple sense of that term.
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Q# Do we know enough about A # Not as much as one would like to know. The

• these matters for a textbook x \ » political system is awash in money, but it's not
to come to some conclusion about clear that the money buys very much. I argue that
how much power interest groups ideas make as much difference as material interests in
have? explaining what happens in the political system. The

text tries to summarize what we know about the
impact of money and special-interest pressures. That
summary requires the reader to learn to make distinc-
tions, to classify policies into types.

American Government:
Institutions and Policies

Third Edition
James Q. Wilson

Harvard University and University of California, Los Angeles
1986 Cloth 642 pages

Instructor's Guide/Study Guide/Test Item File/
Computerized Test Items/Video Cassettes/Film Policy

This highly acclaimed and widely adopted Updated through the 1984 elections, and
classic is now available in a thoroughly with major revisions in its coverage of the
updated Third Edition. AMERICAN Constitution, policy-making, and interest
GOVERNMENT keeps pace with recent groups in particular, this authoritative text
developments in the field, linking gover- provides students with a provocative anal-
mental institutions and political processes ysis of today's political scene,
with the outcomes of public policy.

D. C. Heath and Company
College Division/125 Spring Street/Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

Or call us, toll-free, at 1-800-225-1388.
In Massachusetts, call collect at 617-863-1948.

AWilson's /^i
AMERICAN VJOVERNMENT

Third Edition
Clarity Without Compromise!

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
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JIMMY
CARTER

CONABLE

MICHAEL
DUKAKIS

Our new government text has them all talking!
Exclusive interviews with prominent people involved in politics are
just one of the many special features of this outstanding new text.
American Government: People, Institutions, and Policies
John H. Aldrich, University of Minnesota
Gary Miller, Charles W. Ostrom, Jr., and David W. Rohde
All of Michigan State University

About 608 pages • cloth • Study Guide • Instructor's Manual
Test Bank • Computerized Test Bank • December 1985

For adoption consideration, request an examination copy from
yourregionalHoughtonMifflinoffice. ^ Houghton Mifflin

13400Midway Rd., Dallas, TX75244-5165* 1900S. BataviaAve., Geneva, IL60134
989 Lenox Dr., Lawrenceville, NJ 08648 • 777 California Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304
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PSYCHOWGYAND
DETERRENCE
ROBERT JERVIS, RICHARD NED
LEBOW, AND JANICE GROSS
STEIN

With contributions from Patrick M.
Morgan and Jack L. Snyder

Distinguished policy analysts draw
on psychological propositions to
explain why deterrence so often fails
to work in practice. Their approach
grows out of the compelling recogni-
tion of deterrence as a complex psy-
chological strategy that involves
decision-makers' emotions, percep-
tions, and domestic political needs.
$27.50

MWMYRVLEIN
CHILE
Dictatorship and Oppositions

EDITED BY J. SAMUEL
VALENZUELA AND ARTURO
VALENZUELA

Ten leading Latin American scholars
offer a critical but dispassionate evalu-
ation of the Chilean economy, society,
and policy under the present regime.
They provide the first comprehensive
study of the changes, tensions, and
conflicts that have accompanied this
most exceptional period in Chilean
history.
$35.00

RVSSIAAND
ARABIA
Soviet Foreign Policy toward the
Arabian Peninsula

MARK N. KATZ

In this comprehensive new study,
Katz examines in detail USSR post-
1970 foreign policy toward the eight
countries of the Arabian Peninsula,
identifying and evaluating three possi-
ble strategies that the Soviet Union
might pursue to extend control over
the area.
$30.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK

FORGOTTEN
PARTNERSHIP
U.S.-Canada Relations Today

CHARLES F. DORAN

Applying a new analytical framework
based upon North American history,
cultural misconceptions, and the
dynamics of global statecraft, Doran
brings the root causes of U.S.-Cana-
dian tensions into sharp relief.
$10.95 paperback $29.95 hardcover

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
701 West 40th Street, Suite 275, Baltimore, Maryland 21211
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APSA Research Grant Program
The Council of the American Political Science Association

announces the 1986 small grant program to
support research in all fields of Political Science.

Scope of Award
Projects must address a significant problem in political science.
Funds may be used for such research activities as: travel to archives;
travel to conduct interviews; administration and coding of survey
instruments; and purchase of data sets. This list is merely illustrative,
but specifically excluded from funding are: travel to professional meet-
ings; secretarial costs except for the preparation of final manuscripts
for publication; and salary support for the principal investigator.

Eligibility
Applicants must be APSA members. In addition, the principal investi-
gator must be one of the following:
(a) a political science faculty member at a college or university that

does not award a PhD in political science;
(b) a political scientist not affiliated with an academic institution.

Funding
Grants will be awarded annually by the Committee on Research Support.
The Council has made $12,000 available for 1986 research grants.
Individual grants will not exceed $1,500 and are not renewable.
The awards will be paid directly to the principal investigator. At the end
of the project, a financial report must be submitted to the Association, and
any unexpended funds returned to the APSA. In addition, grantees will be
expected to submit a brief summary of their research accomplishments.

Format
Proposals should be no more than three pages (single-spaced) with a
budget and curriculum vitae attached.
Proposals should describe the project and indicate the precise
purposes for which the requested funds will be used. Any financial
support the principal investigator is already receiving or anticipates
receiving should be specified in the proposal.
Eight (8) copies of the proposal with accompanying budget and
curriculum vitae should be submitted to:

APSA Research Grants
American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

Submission Deadline
The Deadline for the 1986 competition is FEBRUARY 3,1986.
Decisions will be announced by May 1,1986.
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KENTUCKY
OPEC: The Failing Giant
MOHAMMED E. AHRARI. A great glut
of oil, dropping prices, the threat of in-
solvency, a divided membership—these
developments in the early weeks of 1985
underline the cogency of Mohammed
Ahrari's historical study of the OPEC oil
cartel and his argument that economic
forces, not politics, will ultimately deter-
mine OPEC's actions and its fate in the
world arena. 288 pages $25.00

America Overcommitted
United States National
Interests in the 1980s
DONALD E. NUECHTERLEIN. An ex-
amination of foreign policy priorities of the
United States as it enters the latter half of
the 1980s and its future role as a super-
power in the 21st century. "A worthwhile
contribution to the ongoing debate over the
proper role of the U.S. in the contemporary
world"—Choice. 256 pages $23.00
cloth, $10.00 paper

The Mood/Interest Theory
of American Foreign Policy
JACK E. HOLMES, with a foreword by
Frank L. Klingberg. A pioneering account
of the overwhelming impact of public
moods on American foreign policy. Well-
written and convincing with a balanced and
fair point of view. 256 pages $24.00

A Season of Inquiry
The Senate Intelligence
Investigation
LOCH K. JOHNSON. "A valuable con-
tribution not only to an understanding of
that very important committee but of the
Senate itself. The author chronicles the
committee's flaws and problems but on
balance gives it high marks"—Foreign
Affairs. 328 pages $31.00

The Life of the Parties
Activists in Presidential Politics
RONALD B. RAPOPORT, ALAN I.
ABRAMOWITZ, and JOHN McGLEN-
NON, Editors. Based on a survey of more
than 17,000 delegates to state presidential
nominating conventions, this pathbreaking
book examines the characteristics, motiva-
tions, and beliefs of a broad group of par-
ty activists in the presidential nominating
process. 256 pages $24.00

Judicial Conflict & Consensus
Behavioral Studies of American
Appellate Courts
SHELDON GOLDMAN and CHARLES
M. LAMB, Editors. These essays by ma-
jor scholars of judicial behavior explore the
frequency, intensity, and causes of conflict
and consensus among judges on American
appellate courts. These studies provide new
insights into judges' attitudes, values, and
role perceptions. 320 pages $30.00

Origins of American
Political Parties, 1789-1803
JOHN F. HOADLEY. Hoadley argues con-
vincingly that discernible coalitions existed
as early as 1789 and that substantial par-
ties emerged within the first decade after
the creation of the new government.
256 pages $24.00

The Future of American-
Israeli Relations
A Parting of the Ways?
JAMES LEE RAY. "Ray attributes the suc-
cess of pro-Israeli elements in American
politics to not only Jewish activist lobbyists
but also the common religious roots of
Jewish and Christian Americans. . . . A
well written and powerful statement"—
Library Journal. 160 pages $16.00

Inquiries and major credit card orders, phone toll free 1-800-638-3030 (in Maryland and
Canada call 301-824-7300). Send mail orders to University Press of Kentucky, P.O. Box

1660, Hagerstown, MD 21741.

THE UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
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NEW III TIE
Nrourassais

Series Editors: Richard A. Brody, Norman J. Ornstein, Paul E. Peterson,
Nelson W. Polsby & Martin M. Shapiro

CONTEMPORARY CONSTITUTIONAL LAWMAKING
The Supreme Court and the Art of Politics
by Lief H. Carter, University of Georgia
"An insightful and imaginative re-examination of some of the perennial problems of
constitutional interpretation."

—Professor Walter F. Murphy, Princeton University
"Lief Carter's CONTEMPORARY CONSTITUTIONAL LAWMAKING is a striking
and important addition to the lively debate about the meaning of constitutionalism
and the nature of constitutional decision making. It asks the right questions and
comes to terms with the most significant problems. Carter has read widely and his
book is informed by an impressive array of source material. This book refuses to bow
to conventional understandings and the boundaries of disciplines. It is part of a
movement to liberate constitutional interpretation from the search for single right
answers. It is written in a lively and engaging style. Carter asks us to consider the
Supreme Court's 'performance1 in maintaining a normatively integrated political
community in the United States. His own performance is first rate!'

—Professor Austin Sarat, Amherst College

236 pages 1985 hardcover $32.50
softcover $12.95

To request an examination copy, please write on institutional letterhead to the College
Department. Please include course title, enrollment, decision date, and present text.

PERGAMON PRESS
Maxwell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford, NY 10523
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& Unwiiv
—The International Perspective—

TOWARDS AN
ALTERNATIVE FOR
CENTRAL AMERICA AND
THE CARIBBEAN
George Irvin & Xabier Gorostiaga, Editors
Written by leading international specialists, this
timely and important collection of essays on the
geopolitical, economic and social aspects of the
Central American crisis presents an alternative
approach to political and economic develop-
ment in Central America and the Caribbean.
1985 260pp. HB $27.50 0-04-320172-5
PB $12.50 0-04-320173-3

INDONESIA'S SECRET WAR
The Guerilla Struggle in Irian Jaya
Robin Osborne
In 1962 the Melanesian peoples of West New
Guinea were subjected to a new colonial power,
the Indonesians. This is the story of the OPM
— the Melanesian guerilla army that vows that
one day it will defeat Indonesia's control.
1985 240pp. HB $25.00 0-86861-511-0
PB $10.50 0-86861-519-6

BRITISH DEMOCRACY AT
THE CROSSROADS
Voting and Party Competition in the 1980s
Patrick Dunleavy and
Christopher Husbands
Based on the dramatic general election of 1983,
this book presents a wide-ranging review of the
operations of the electoral system and of party
competition in modern Britain. The study uses
a variety of election data including a commis-
sioned survey, to offer a concise introduction
to the methods of electoral analysis. 1985
320pp. HB $25.00 0-04-324010-0
PB $13.50 0-04-324011-9

SOCIALISM, ECONOMICS
AND DEVELOPMENT
Alec Nove
This comprehensive collection of Alec Nove's
essays closely examines the links between social
theory, economic practice, and development.
April 1986 280pp. HB $25.00
0-04-335054-2 PB $11.50 0-04-335055-0

POLITICAL THEORIES OF
MODERN GOVERNMENT
Its Role and Reform
Peter Self
In this comprehensive survey of different
political theories about the growth, behavior,
performance, and reform or modern Western
governments, Peter Self offers wide-ranging
conclusions about the future of government and
politics. 1985 250pp. HB $25.00 0-04-
320174-1 PB $11.00 0-04-320175-X

WELFARE POLITICS IN
MEXICO
Papering Over The Cracks
Peter Ward
The analysis of social welfare provision in
developing countries is an important emerging
field in development studies. This book shows
how a growing technocratic style of manage-
ment of social welfare provision in Mexico acts
to sustain existing political and economic ine-
quality. While the poor benefit, they do so less
than other social groups. The London Research
Series in Geography, No. 9 March
1986 192pp.
HB $24.95 0-04-361058-7

SIKH SEPARATISM
Rajiv A. Kapur

This is an historical analysis of the vitally im-
portant separatist movement which occupied
the Golden Temple, assassinated Indira Gandhi
and continues to threaten the existence of the
world's largest democracy. March 1986
240pp. HB $25.00 0-04-320179-2

SOVEREIGN STATEHOOD
Alan James
This is a remarkably lucid account of the con-
cept central to the relations between nations.
Professor James surveys the field fully and
makes a genuine contribution to our understan-
ding of this elusive idea. March 1986 250pp.
HB $25.00 0-04-320190-3 PB $10.95
0-04-320191-1

o
8 Winchester Place, Winchester, MA 01890

For Toll Free Ordering Call 800-547-8889; In Ma and Canada Call 617-729-0830
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THEAUTHORITATIVE'NEWBOOKS

O&BA.LAVE
/

PACIFIC INSTITUTE
FOR PUBLIC POIICY RESEARCH

URBAN TRANSIT
The Private Challenge
to Public Transportation
Edited by CHARLES A. LAVE
Foreword by JOHN MEYER

Decades of active government involvement in
municipal transportation have left many transit sys-
tems on the brink of financial collapse, encouraged
inefficient service and have insulated management
from the discipline of market forces. Consequently
Urban Transit focuses on the economics of transit
matters, the possible alternative modes of urban
transit, and the economic and political problems
of implementing changes. Concluding that private,
free, competitive market forms of transit would
solve these problems, Urban Transit is a souicebook
of workable remedies to effect consequential and
necessary changes in this increasingly crisis-prone
social dilemma.
"Urban Transit is extremely interesting and indeed
a landmark"

-MARTIN WACHS
Professor of Architecture and Urban Planning UCLA

"This is a timely book of profound importance to anyone
interested in the future of urban transportation."

-RALPH L. STANLEY
Urban Mass Transportation Administration

ca. 354 Pages • ISBN 0-88410-970-4 Paper $12.95
ISBN 0-88410-969-0 Cloth $3000

To order, or for a catalog of publications, please write:
PACIFIC INSTITUTE, 177 Post Street, Dept. K4
San Francisco, CA 94108

RESOLVING
THE

HOUSING
CRISIS

M BRUCE JOHNSON

M X K)UCY KCSEAJtCM

RESOLVING THE HOUSING CRISIS
Government Policy, Decontrol,
and the Public Interest
Edited with an Introduction
by M. BRUCE JOHNSON
.Across the United States, the problems of housing
costs and availability have seldom before been so
acute: home ownership has become virtually inac-
cessible to the average person; construction costs
are high and rising; and government restrictions
increasingly prevent real estate growth. Resolving the
Housing Crisis is a comprehensive treatment of the
increasingly serious problems in housing and con-
struction. This volume analyzes the underlying con-
tributing factors to the crisis, the responses in land
use, housing, and construction policies, and the
interaction between the crisis and the legal status
of property rights. As a result of this assessment,
the authors argue for substantial deregulatory
housing and land use reforms.
"Resolving the Housing Crisis" is a first-rate job.... One of the
most inclusive contributions to the literature 1 hat* ever had the
pleasure of reading."

-GEORGE STERNLIEB
Director, Center for Urban Policy Research
Rutgers University

440 Pages • ISBN 0-88410-386-2 Paper $13.95
ISBN 0-88410-381-1 Cloth $26.00

PACIFIC
INSTITUTE

FOR PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH
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Harvard
Paperbacks

America's Unwritten
Constitution
Science, Religion, and
Political Responsibility
Don K. Price
"A work of deep reflection by a respected
doyen is an occasion of considerable sig-
nificance . . . He traces the roots of the
problem not to the Constitution but to the
unwritten constitution of fixed political
customs which have come to encrust it.
And his approach is distinctly original."

-The Political Quarterly
$6.95 paper

Architecture and Politics
in Germany, 1918-1945
Barbara Miller Lane
With a new Preface by the author
" [This] is the kind of work on which the
study of politics and culture will thrive.
It is thoroughly researched, beauti-
fully illustrated, and a paradigm of
objectivity."

-American Political Science Review
$12.50 paper

Ethnic Dilemmas, 1964-1982
Nathan Glazer
"Indispensable to anyone who wishes to
understand the domestic problems facing
the United States in the 1980s."

-New Leader
$8.95 paper

A Common Law for the
Age of Statutes
Guido Calabresi
Winner of an American Bar Association
Certificate of Merit, 1983

"Calabresi has brought his ample juristic
talents to bear on a foundational problem
of the legal and democratic process . . . in
its quality, timeliness and provocativeness
[this book] is likely to stand alongside
the seminal works of Ronald Dworkin
and Grant Gilmore."

-Columbia Law Review
$12.50 paper

Ordinary Vices
Judith N.Shklar
"A distinguished book, full of wit,
humanity, and insight... It is also, and
more importantly, a moral philosophy for
liberals."-Michael Walzer
Belknap $7.95 paper

1676
The End of
American Independence
Stephen Sounders Webb
"Sixteen Seventy-Six, brilliantly contro-
versial, will invite a rethinking of the
whole stretch of our American past."

-New York Times Book Review
$9.95 paper

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Cambridge, MA 02138
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Chatham House
Publishers, Inc.

Box O N E , CHATHAM, N E W JERSEY 07928 TELEPHONE: (201) 635-2059

RACE AND INEQUALITY
A STUDY IN AMERICAN WVLUES
Paul M. Sniderman with Michael Gray Hagen
"This book is a valuable link between nitty-gritty analysis of public opinion data and explora-
tion of broad questions of democratic theory. It is particularly impressive in its ability to mix
clear, concise explanations of social science disputes for undergraduates with subtle and astute
observations that go well beyond simply undergraduate fare."
0-934540-24-1 $8.95 paper Jennifer L. Hochschild, Princeton University

TIME, CHANCE, AND ORGANIZATIONS
NATURAL SELECTION IN A PERILOUS ENVIRONMENT
Herbert Kaufman
"Kaufman's orientation is a substantial challenge to the traditional view of organizations. In
place of leadership, he posits chance as a major phenomenon in organizational change. In
place of policies designed to prop up failing organizations, he proposes increasing organization-
al formation rates." Howard Aldrich, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
°"93454°"39"x $11.95 paper 0-934540-40-3 $20.00 cloth

BUSINESS AND POLITICS
A COMPARATIVE INTRODUCTION
Graham K. Wilson
"Graham Wilson provides the most concise and effective discussion of relations between busi-
ness and government in the cross-national setting that I know of. Students will especially ap-
preciate the clear analytic framework, the useful detail, and the straightforward writing style.
Instructors in courses on Business and Government have been looking for this book."

Richard Lehne, Rutgers University
0-934540-50-0 $11.95 paper 0-934540-51-9 $20.00 cloth

THE THEORY OF DEMOCRACY REVISITED
Giovanni Sartori
Sartori combines both empirical and normative approaches in this new work on democratic
theory that will be published in one volume in cloth and two volumes in paperback. Volume
1, The Contemporary Debate, deals, in the main, with issues that have surfaced in the last
decades. Volume 2, The Classical Issues, deals with the themes whose discussion began in
ancient Greece. Volume 2 does not require the prior reading of Volume 1, and vice versa; how-
ever, to encourage the purchase of both volumes, it will be available in a two-volume set for
a limited time at a price that is less than the cost of each volume purchased separately.
6-934540-47-0 $9-95 vol. 1 paper Spring 1986
0-934540-48-9 $9-95 vol. 2 paper 0-934540-49-7 $18.95 2.-volume set paper
0-934540-46-2 $40.00 cloth Prepublication price: $35.00 cloth

For further information about these and forthcoming titles, contact: Edward Artinian, publisher,
CHATHAM HOUSE PUBLISHERS, INC., Box One, Chatham, NJ. 0792.8. Phone: (2,01) 635-2059.
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